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1.

Business Scenario

SAP NetWeaver Master Data Management (MDM) is a powerful solution to import, maintain and
syndicate master data of all types across different systems. Its in-memory technology allows searching
for master data within the MDM repository with very short response times. You can identify potential
duplicates across systems and manage key mappings as a prerequisite for master data distribution.
For new master data to be stored in the MDM repository – either when creating manually or when
connecting new Client systems to an MDM landscape – it is best practice to perform a data cleansing
and also a matching in order to find duplicate records. MDM itself supports cleansing and matching,
however SAP Business Objects Data Services (DS) provides more comprehensive cleansing and
matching capabilities, e.g., standardizing and correcting names, connecting to international address
data directories such as US Postal directory, supporting different matching algorithms (heuristic, rulesbased, probabilistic, deterministic, empirical, template), etc. Besides this, it provides full ETL
functionality to extract data from any kind of source, transform it, and load it to any destination.
We have identified the following scenarios where both solutions can be combined in order to
complement each other:


Advanced cleansing and consolidation (data migration scenario):
You would like to connect a new client system to your MDM landscape, hence initially load the
master data into MDM. Use the full flexibility of Data Services to extract, transform, and load the
data into the MDM repository. Run cleansing, validation, normalization, and de-duplication in
Data Services prior to loading the data into MDM. In order to match the new data against the
existing in the MDM repository, read data via DB views. After having loaded the data in MDM,
syndicate the same to your clients.



Real-time cleansing and enrichment on data entry:
You have chosen MDM as the central repository for your master data. You would like to create
new master data in the MDM Data Manager. You can ensure data governance via MDM
workflow. On data entry, the data needs to be enriched by calling data quality and enrichment
services provided by Data Services. Integration to Data Services is done via the Enrichment
Architecture.



Periodic cleansing, and consolidation of data in MDM repository:
You have chosen MDM as the central repository for your master data. You have noticed that
some of your data is incomplete. Furthermore, it might be that some data is outdated, e.g., data
must be updated with the most recent address information. So, on a regular basis you need to
run cleansing, and consolidation jobs to ensure data integrity. The data needs to be exported,
processed and re-imported into the MDM repository which is handled via the Enrichment
Architecture.



Central master data creation with data quality check on data entry:
You have chosen MDM as the central repository for your master data. Maintenance of your
master data is done from within the Enterprise Portal, either via iViews or Web Dynpro
components. You can control data governance via SAP NetWeaver Business Process
Management (BPM). Integration to MDM is done via Web Services or MDM Java API. In order
to prevent duplicate entries from entering the MDM repository, you call data quality services on
data entry such as duplicate check, address cleansing, name cleansing, and normalization, etc.
Integration to Data Services is done via Web Services.



Extracting data for all kinds of sources and data transfer into MDM:
Use native ETL functionality of Data Services to extract, transform, and load your master data
into MDM, see also above.
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Master data joined with analytics:
Run data profiling reports provided by Data Services to get an insight of the quality of your
master data in MDM, and visualize the results in dashboards.

This document is the first part of a how-to guide series dealing with the integration between SAP
NetWeaver MDM and SAP Business Objects Data Services. The goal of the how-to guides is to
provide you with guidelines about how to implement the scenarios above. We will stick to the data
migration, the cleansing on data entry (including periodic cleansing), and the central master data
management scenarios. Implementation teams can use those findings as a jump start for their own
integration projects.
In the second part of the how-to guide series, we cover the on entry and periodic cleansing scenarios.
In the third part, we focus on the central master data creation scenario. You can download those howto guides from the SAP NetWeaver how-to guides area on SAP Developer Network (SDN)
https://www.sdn.sap.com/howtoguides.
In this document it is explained how you can connect SAP NetWeaver MDM with SAP Business
Objects to perform address cleansing and matching for data, and finally to import this data into MDM.
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Background Information
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The above picture shows the system landscape required to setup the scenario. Data from the different
client systems are loaded into SAP Business Objects Data Services by using different native
extractors from SAP Business Objects. Extraction of Data from SAP NetWeaver MDM is done via
Database Views. Once all required data are extracted the cleansing and de-duplication process starts
in Business Objects Data Services. This is an automatic process without any user interaction. Results
of these operations are written into several xml-Files.
There are two XML-Files written


One for completely new records.



One for existing records within MDM which are determined as duplicates

Both XML-Files have to be imported into MDM using different Import Maps.
After the import of both files in MDM a manual Consolidation is performed utilizing the information
provided by Business Objects.
Afterwards the MDM Syndication Server syndicates the now cleansed records back to the respective
Client systems.

3.

Prerequisites



SAP NetWeaver MDM 5.5 or SAP NetWeaver MDM 7.1



SAP Business Objects Data Services 3.1 or higher



Data Cleansing packages depending on your needs



SAP DB View generation package (please contact your SAP rep)
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4.

Step-by-Step Procedure

As already explained in the previous section, this is a cross scenario going over several applications.
While the cleansing and matching functionality in SAP Business Objects Data Services can get quite
complex (depending on data structures to be extracted and cleansing and matching logic) we provide
here a description on how to setup MDM and as well how to setup the interface between MDM and
Business Objects. We assume that after a successful Business Objects matching run, we would get
two XML-Files delivered which have to be imported into MDM. The structure of the XML-Files
including some sample data will be explained later.

4.1

Enhance repository structure in MDM

...

It is important to bring the matching scores and related data from Business Objects into MDM, so it is
obvious to enhance the MDM data structure in order to capture this information. All enhancements are
done in the main table for which you would like to import records.
1. Add the field “BO_Breakkey” with the properties seen in the screenshot below. Break keys are
used in SAP Business Objects Data Services in order to pre-group records before matching.
Break keys are calculated using a defined formula and only records with the same break key
are matched against each other. This has the advantage that matching utilizing break keys has
a much higher performance.
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2. Add the field “Matching Group” with the properties seen in the screenshot below. When several
records match with each other, SAP Business Objects Data Services assigns a matching group
to these records. So when for instance 5 records match with each other, you can find them in
Data Manager by either searching for the same matching group or simply sort all records
according to the matching group and you get all records displayed in ascending/descending
order and for further processing can mark the records with the same matching group.

3. Add the field “Matching Score” with the properties seen in the screenshot below. This field
stores the matching score for the record.
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The matching score is the result of the matching comparison of the current record with a Golden
record (In Business Objects DS such a record is called Driver record).

4. Add the field “AutoMergeID” with the properties seen in the screenshot below. This field stores a
unique identifier for a record. It is a combination of record-id and Remote-system. Reason
behind this is that in different remote systems two completely different records have the same
record identifier. Combined with the remote-system id we are able to see a truly unique identifier
over all systems, e.g., when we are in the comparing records view in the MDM Data Manager.

5. Add the field “status”. This is a Boolean field and serves the purpose that each newly imported
record is by default inactive. The idea would be that after an approval process this field can be
set to true and thus the record would be considered active. It also serves the purpose when
some of the new records are duplicates, they would have the status inactive. After a
consolidation records can be merged together, the duplicates would be gone and the remaining
golden record would get the status “active”.
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4.2

Create Slave repository in MDM

...

1. Since there is no native extractor available to extract Data from MDM, extraction occurs via DB
Views from a MDM Database. As of now, extraction of data is only possible from Slave servers
(due to potential locking issues during the extraction in parallel to an ongoing write operation
onto the database). Since the Slave Server will be used for data extraction into Business
Objects DS, please be aware that slaves need to be synchronized from time to time with their
master in order to have up-to-date data. Otherwise it can be that outdated data are used for
cleansing and matching in Business Objects DS. Depending on how many changes are
performed on the master, the slave needs to be synchronized more or less often.
So the first step to perform here is to create a slave server from our repository.

2. Enter the name of the slave repository.
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3. Mount the slave repository.

4. Connect to the Slave repository.
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5. Load the slave repository.

6. After the successful load, your slave repository should be displayed as “”Loaded Running”.
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4.3

Create DB Views for Slave repository

...

For the DB View creation, SAP provides a special tool which does the creation for you. The tool is not
available on the SAP Service Marketplace, so please touch base with your SAP representative to get
the tool. Together with the tool there comes also a guide on how to use it and as well describing the
nomenclature of the generated views. Please consider that as of now the DB View generation allows
only the generation of DB Views for Slave repositories.
Once the DB views are created, you should see a picture like this when you go into your Database
(screenshot here taken from MS SQL-Server).

The DB View “dbo.M_Customer_0 is the view used to view the main table records of the repository.
Later in Business Objects, we will enable access to this DB View.
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4.4

Create Business Objects Data Store to access
MDM Data

...

1. Start the Business Objects Data Services Designer.

2. In the Designer in the local object library, switch to the “Data Stores” view.
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There exists not yet a Data Store for access to the Slave repository, so we decided to create
one now. Therefore, place the mouse in the Data Store pane and via right mouse click select
“New”.

3. Populate the fields for the Data Store to be created. Press the “OK”-button once you’re done.
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4. Now the Data Store should be visible in the list of Data Stores.

5. Now we need to import the DB View definitions which are of interest for us. Therefore, select the
Data Store and via context menu select “Import By Name”.
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6. Now we need to import the DB View definitions which are of interest for us. Therefore, in the
popup select “Table” and enter the name of the DB View which we would like to import (in our
case “M_Customer_0”). This view represents the main table of the repository. In the field
“Owner” enter the name as it is displayed in your Database system (context sensitivity)

.
7. When you expand now the “Tables” icon under the MDM_Slave Data Store, you can see all
tables which you have imported.

.
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8. Mark the table we just previously imported and via context menu select “View Data”.

9. Now you can see the data of the main table of the Slave repository. The representation is pretty
much the same as you would view the data in the MDM Data Manager.
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4.5

Create Business Objects Flat File format for
import of Legacy Data

1. We assume that the data from the legacy system are delivered in text format, each column
delimited by a tab. In order to read this file into Business Objects Data Services, we have to
create a file format. Therefore, in the Data Services Designer in the Local Objects toolbar select
the “Formats tab.

2. Via the context menu, select “New”  “File Format”.
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3. Populate in the dialog the necessary information to access and read the data from the file. In our
situation, these are the following fields:


Name

Name of the format – we call it “Legacy_ERP”



Root directory

Directory where the file is stored



File name(s)

Name of the File



Column

Tab (means the columns in the file are separated via a tab)

4. Once you select return after populating the dialog, the systems asks you whether the current
schema definition should be overwritten with the schema definition in the source file. Select then
yes, because that is what we finally would like to achieve.
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5. Now the structure of the source file including the records is read and displayed in the dialog.

6. Select “Save & Close”. The newly created format appears now in the list of file formats.

.
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4.6

Importing XML Files delivered by Business
Objects into MDM (New records)

...

As already described in the introduction, two XML files are written by the Business Objects job.


One for completely new records in cleansed form. It should look like this:



One for existing records within MDM which are determined as duplicates. It should look like
this:

One for c ompl etel y new rec ords.
One for existi ng rec ords within MDM whic h are deter mined as duplicates
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1. First we import completely new records into the repository. Therefore, start the MDM Import
Manager, choose the respective Remote system and file to read in. The format is XML.

2. Viewing records in the “Source preview Tab”. In this concrete example you can see that even
among the new records there are some potential duplicates. You can see this because the
columns “Matching Group” and “Matching Score” are actually populated.
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3. Now we continue to the “Map Fields\Values”- Tab to perform the necessary field mappings. On
this tab, map all fields which are of interest to you. In addition make sure that the following
source fields are mapped.
AUTOMERGE_ID

BO_BREAKKEY

GOLDEN_RECORD

MATCHING_GROUP
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MATCHING_SCORE

4. Once you are done with the field and value mapping, switch to the “Match Records” tab and
select the field “AUTOMERGE_ID” as matching relevant field and import the records.
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4.7

Importing XML Files delivered by Business
Objects into MDM (Updated records)

The matching results for the existing records in the repository need to be transferred as well into MDM.
Our file contains only matching records which have a match either among the already existing records
in MDM or which have matches with the previously (newly) imported records. Therefore the structure
of that file is very simple, it consists only of the identifying information for a record and a part for the
matching results.

1. Viewing records in the “Source preview Tab”. In our example below, we can see that both
records are “Golden Records” or “Driver Records”. The field Golden Record has a value of “1”
(TRUE) while the field “MATCHING_SCORE” is empty.

2. Continue to the “Map Fields/Values”- Tab to perform the necessary field mappings. We map the
following fields
AUTOMERGE_ID
GOLDEN_RECORD
MATCHING_SCORE
MATCHING_GROUP
3. Once you are done with the field and value mapping, switch to the “Match Records” Tab and
select the field “AUTOMERGE_ID” as matching relevant field and import the records.

BREAKKEY
AUTOM ERGE_I
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4.8

Consolidate Master Data in the MDM Data
Manager

In this step you will use the MDM Data Manager to manually merge the customer records. Remember,
new and updated records including their matching relevant info has been imported previously. This
matching relevant info (MATCHING GROUP, MATCHING SCORE) is now used for further
consolidation.
1. Click on the Matching Group column header to sort the record list by the matching group and
to display only those have a matching group assigned. For all those records, the SAP Business
Objects Data Services matching engine has found potential duplicates in the migration file as
well as in the existing data in the MDM repository.

2. Let us have a closer look at the records belonging to the matching group 1. Select both Becker
Berlin companies (Matching Group = 1) with the help of the control key.

3. Right click on the selected records and choose Merge Records… from the context menu to
compare and potentially merge them.
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4. In the Merge records screen, both records are displayed in a comparison view. Select the
values of the Golden Record, marked with Golden Record flag = Yes. Those values will be
defined as values of the „new“/combined record.

5. Right click on the column header of the Golden Record and choose Set All from the context
menu to set all values of this specific record.
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6. Click on OK.

7. A pop-up appears. Click on Yes to proceed and to confirm the merging of the two records.

8. Right click on the merged record (automatically selected; at the bottom) and choose Edit Key
Mappings from the context menu.
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9. The key mapping information of the merged record contains two entries now.

Click on OK to close the key mapping dialog box.
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